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\Nonloality gets more real". This is the provoative title of a reentreport in Physis Today (1998). Three experiments are ited. All threeon�rm to high auray the preditions of quantum theory in experimentsthat suggest the ourrene of an instantaneous ation over a large distane.The most spetaular of the three experiments begins with the produtionof pairs of photons in a lab in downtown Geneva. For some of these pairs,one member is sent by optial �ber to the village of Bellevue, while the otheris sent to the town of Bernex. The two towns lie more than 10 kilometersapart. Experiments on the arriving photons are performed in both villages atessentially the same time. What is found is this: The observed onnetionsbetween the outomes of these experiments defy explanation in terms ofordinary ideas about the nature of the physial world on the sale of diretlyobservable objets. This onlusion is announed in opening sentene of thereport (Tittle et al. 1998) that desribes the experiment: \Quantum theoryis nonloal".This observed e�et is not just an aademi matter. A possible appli-ation of interest to the Swiss is this: The e�et an be used in prinipleto transfer banking reords over large distanes in a seure way (Tittle etal. 1999). But of far greater importane to physiists is its relevane to twofundamental questions: What is the nature of physial reality? What is theform of basi physial theory?The answers to these questions depend ruially on the nature of physialausation. Isaa Newton ereted his theory of gravity on the idea of instantation at a distane. Aording to Newton's theory, if a person were tosuddenly kik a stone, and send it ying o� in some diretion, every partilein the entire universe would immediately begin to feel the e�et of that kik.Thus, in Newton's theory, every part of the universe is instantly linked,ausally, to every other part. To even think about suh an instantaneousation one needs the idea of the instant of time \now", and a sequene ofsuh instants eah extending over the entire universe.This idea that what a person does in one plae ould instantly a�et1



physial reality in a faraway plae is a mind-boggling notion, and it wasbanished from lassial physis by Einstein's theory of relativity. But theidea resurfaed at the quantum level in the debate between Einstein andBohr. Einstein objeted to the \mysterious ation at a distane", whihquantum theory seemed to entail, but Bohr defended \the neessity of a �nalrenuniation of the lassial ideal of ausality and a radial revision of ourattitude towards the problem of physial reality"(Bohr 1935).The essene of this radial revision was explained by Dira at the 1927Solvay onferene (Dira 1928). He insisted on the restrition of the appli-ation of quantum theory to our knowledge of a system, rather than to thesystem itself. Thus physial theory beame onverted from a theory about`physially reality', as it had formerly been understood, into a theory abouthuman knowledge.This view is enapsulated in Heisenberg's famous statement (Heisenberg1958):\The oneption of the objetive reality of the elementary partiles hasthus evaporated not into the loud of some obsure new reality onept, butinto the transparent larity of a mathematis that represents no longer thebehaviour of the partile but rather our knowledge of this behaviour."This oneption of quantum theory, espoused by Bohr, Dira, and Heisen-berg, is alled the Copenhagen interpretation. It is essentially subjetive andepistemologial, beause the basi reality of the theory is `our knowledge'.It is ertainly true that siene rests ultimately on what we know. Thatfat is the basis of the Coperhagen point of view. However, the tremendoussuesses of the lassial physial theory inaugurated by Galileo, Desartes,and Newton during the seventeenth entury, had raised the hope and expe-tation that human beings ould extrat from areful observation, and theimaginative reation of testable hypotheses, a valid idea of the general na-ture, and rules of behaviour, of the reality in whih our human knowledge isimbedded. Giving up on that hope is indeed a radial shift. On the otherhand, lassial physial theory left part of reality out, namely our onsious2



experienes. Thus it had no way to aount either for the existene of ouronsious experienes or for how knowledge an reside in those experienes.Hene bringing human experiene into our understanding of reality seems tobe a step in the right diretion: it might allow siene to explain, eventually,how we know what we know. But Copenhagen quantum theory is only ahalf-way house: it does bring in human experiene, but at the sti� prie ofexluding the rest of reality.Yet how ould the renowned sientists who reated Copenhagen quantumtheory ever believe, and sway most other physiists into believing, that aomplete siene ould leave out the physial world? It is ertainly undeniablethat we an never know for sure that a proposed theory of the world aroundus is really true. But that is not a suÆient reason to renoune, as a matterof priniple, the attempt to form at least a oherent idea of what the worldould be like. Clearly some extraordinarily powerful onsideration was inplay.That powerful onsideration was a basi idea about the nature of phys-ial ausation that had been injeted into physis by Einstein's theory ofrelativity. That idea was not working!The problem is this. Quantum theory often entails that an at of aquir-ing knowledge in one plae instantly hanges the theoretial representationof some faraway system. Physiists were|and are|relutant to believe thatperforming a nearby at an instantly hange a faraway physial reality. How-ever, they reognize that \our knowledge" of a faraway system an instantlyhange when we learn something about a nearby system. In partiular, ifertain properties of two systems are known to be strongly orrelated, then�nding out something about one system an tell us someing about the other.For example, if we know that two partiles start from some known point atthe same time, and then move away from that point at the same speeds,but in opposite diretions, then �nding one of these partiles at a ertainpoint allows us to `know' where the other partile lies at that same instan-t: it must lie at the same distane from the starting point as the observed3



partile, but in the opposite diretion. In this simple ase we do not thinkthat the at of observing the position of one partile auses the other partileto be where it is. We realize that is only our knowledge of the faraway sys-tem that has hanged. This analogy allows us resolve, by �at, any mysteryabout an instantaneous faraway e�et of a nearby at: if something farawayan instantly be altered by a nearby at then it must be our knowledge. Butthen the analog in quantum theory of the physial reality of lassial physialtheory must be our knowledge.This way of dodging the ation-at-a-distane problem was hallenged byEinstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (1935) in a famous paper entitled: \Canquantum-mehanial desription of physial reality be onsidered omplete?"The issue was whether a theory that is spei�ed to be merely a set of rulesabout onnetions between human experienes an be onsidered to be aomplete desription of physial reality. Einstein and his olleagues gavea reasonable de�nition of \physial reality", and then argued, diretly fromsome basi preepts of quantum theory itself, that the answer to this questionis `No'. But Bohr (1935) omposed a subtle reply.Given the enormity of what must exist in the universe, and the relativesmallness human knowledge, it is astonishing that, in the minds of mostphysiists, Bohr prevailed over Einstein in this debate: the majority of quan-tum physiists aquiesed to Bohr's laim that quantum theory, regarded asa theory about human knowledge, is a omplete desription of physial reali-ty. This majority opinion stems, I believe, more from the lak of a promisingalternative andidate than from any deisive logial argument.Einstein (1951), ommenting on the orthodox Copenhagen position, said:\What I dislike about this kind of argument is the basi positivisti attitude,whih from my view is untenable, and seems to me to ome to the samething as Berkeley's priniple, esse est peripi, \to be is to be pereived".Several other sientists also rejet the majority opinion. For example, MurrayGell-Mann (1979) asserts: \Niels Bohr brainwashed a whole generation intobelieving that the problem was solved �fty years ago". Gell-mann believes4



that in order to integrate quantum theory oherently into osmology, and tounderstand the evolutionary proess that has produed reatures that anhave knowledge, one needs to have a oherent theory of the evolving quantummehanial reality in whih these reatures are imbedded.It is in the ontext of suh e�orts to onstrut a more omplete theorythat the signi�ane of the experiments pertaining to quantum nonloalitylies.The point is this: If nature really is nonloal, as these experiments sug-gest, then the way is open to the development of a rationally oherent theoryof nature that integrates the subjetive knowings introdued by Copenhagenquantum theory into an objetively existing and evolving physial reality.The basi framework is provided by the version of quantum theory on-struted by John von Neumann (1932)All physial theories are, of ourse, provisional, and subjet to future re-vision and elaboration. But at a given stage in the development of sienethe ontending theories an be evaluated on many grounds, suh as utility,parsimony, preditive power, explanatory power, oneptual simpliity, log-ial oherene, and aestheti beauty. The development of von Neumann'stheory that I shall desribe here fares well on all of these ounts.To understand von Neumann's improvement one must appreiate theproblems with its predeessor. Copenhagen quantum theory gives speial sta-tus to measuring devies. These devies are physial systems: they are madeup of atomi onstituents. But in spite of this, these devies are exludedfrom the world of atomi onstituents that are desribed in the mathematiallanguage of quantum theory. The measuring devies, are desribed, instead,in a di�erent language, namely by \the same means of ommuniation asthe one used in lassial physis" (Bohr 1958). This approah renders thetheory pragmatially useful but physially inoherent. It links the theory to\our knowledge" of the measuring devies in a useful way, but disrupts thedynamial unity of the physial world by treating in di�erent ways di�erentatomi partiles that are interating with eah other. This tearing apart of5



the physial world reates huge oneptual problems, whih are duked inthe Copenhagen approah by renouning man's ability to understand reality.The Copenhagen version of quantum theory is thus a hybrid of the oldfamiliar lassial theory, whih physiists were understandably relutant toabandon ompletely, and a totally new theory based on radially di�erentonepts. The old ideas, onepts, and language were used to desribe ourexperienes, but the old idea that visible objets were made up of tiny ma-terial objets resembling miniature planets, or minute roks, was dropped.The observed physial world is desribed rather by a mathematial struturethat an best be haraterized as representing information and propensities:the information is about ertain events that have ourred in the past, andthe propensities are objetive tendenies pertaining to future events.These \events" are the foal point of quantum theory: they are hap-penings that in the Copenhagen approah are ambiguously assoiated bothwith the \measuring devies" and with inrements in the knowledge of theobservers who are examining these devies. Eah inrement of knowledge isan event that updates the knowledge of the observers by bringing it in linewith the observed outome of an event ourring at a devie. The agreementbetween the event at the devie and the event in the mind of the observer isto be understood in the same way as it is understood in lassial physis.But there's the rub: the onnetion between human knowledge and thephysial world never has been understood in lassial physis. The seven-teenth entury division between mind and matter upon whih lassial phys-ially theory was ereted was suh a perfet leavage that no reoniliationhas ever been ahieved, in spite of tremendous e�orts. Nor is suh a reonil-iation possible within lassial physis. Aording to that theory, the worldof matter is built out of mirosopi entities whose behaviours are �xed byinteration with their immediate neighbors. Every physial thing or ativityis just some arrangement of these loal building bloks and their motions,and all of the neessary properties of all of these physial omponents areonsequenes of the postulated ontologial and dynamial properties of the6



tiny parts. But these properties, whih are expressible in terms of numbersassigned to spae-time points, or small regions, do not entail the existene ofthe de�ning qualities of onsious experiene, whih are experiential in har-ater. Thus the experiential aspet of nature is not entailed by the priniplesof lassial physial theory, but must be postulated as an ad ho supernu-merary that makes no di�erene in the ourse of physial events. This doesnot yield the oneptually uni�ed sort of theory that physiists seek, andprovides no dynamial basis for the evolution, through natural seletion, ofthe experiential aspet of nature.The fat that quantum theory is intrinsially a theory of mind-matter in-teration was not lost upon the early founders and workers. Wolfgang Pauli,John von Neumann, and Eugene Wigner were three of the most rigorousthinkers of that time. They all reognized that quantum theory was aboutthe mind-brain onnetion, and they tried to develop that idea. Howev-er, most physiists were more interested in experiments on relatively simpleatomi systems, and were understandably relutant to get suked into thehuge question of the onnetion between mind and brain. Thus they werewilling to sari�e ertain formerly-held ideals of unity and ompleteness,and take pratial suess to be the measure of good siene.This retreat both buttressed, and was buttressed by, two of the mainphilosophial movements of the twentieth entury. One of these, materialism-behaviourism, e�etively denies the existene of our onsious \inner lives",and the other, postmodern-soial-onstrutionism, views siene as a soialonstrut without any objetive mind-independent ontent. The time wasnot yet ripe, either philosophially or sienti�ally, for a serious attempt tostudy the physis of mind-matter onnetion. Today, however, as we enterthe third millenium, there is a huge surge of interest among philosophers,psyhologists, and neurosientists in reonneting the aspets of nature thatwere torn asunder by seventeenth entury physiists.John von Neumann was one of the most brilliant mathematiians andlogiians of his age, and he followed where the mathematis and logi led.7



From the point of view of the mathematis of quantum theory it makes nosense to treat a measuring devie as intrisially di�erent from the olletionof atomi onstituents that make it up. A devie is just another part of thephysial universe, and it should be treated as suh. Moreover, the onsiousthoughts of a human observer ought to be ausally onneted most diretlyand immediately to what is happening in his brain, not to what is happeningout at some measuring devie.The mathematial rules of quantum theory speify learly how the mea-suring devies are to be inluded in the quantum mehanially desribedphysial world. Von Neumann �rst formulated arefully the mathematialrules of quantum theory, and then followed where that mathematis led.It led �rst to the inorporation of the measuring devies into the quantummehanially desribed physial universe, and eventually to the inlusion ofeverything built out of atoms and their onstituents. Our bodies and brainsthus beome, in von Neumann's approah, parts of the quantum mehanial-ly desribed physial universe. Treating the entire physial universe in thisuni�ed way provides a oneptually simple and logially oherent theoretialfoundation that heals the rupturing of the physial world introdued by theCopenhagen approah. It postulates, for eah observer, that eah experien-tial event is onneted in a ertain spei�ed way to a orresponding brainevent. The dynamial rules that onnet mind and brain are very restritive,and this leads to a mind-brain theory with signi�ant explanatory power.Von neumann showed in priniple how all of the preditions of Copen-hagen quantum theory are ontained in his version. However, von Neumannquantum theory gives, in priniple, muh more than Copenhagen quantumtheory an. By providing an objetive desription of the entire history ofthe universe, rather than merely rules onneting human observations, vonNeumann's theory provides a quantum framework for osmologial and bio-logial evolution. And by inluding both brain and knowledge, and also thedynamial laws that onnet them, the theory provides a rationally oherentdynamial framework for understanding the relationship between brain and8



mind.There is, however, one major obstale: von Neumann's theory, as heformulated it, appears to onit with Einstein's theory of relativity.Reoniliation with RelativityVon Neumann formulated his theory in a nonrelativisti approximation:he made no attempt to reonile it with the empirially validated features ofEinstein's theory of relativity.This reoniliation is easily ahieved. One an simply replae the non-relativisti theory used by von Neumann with modern relativisti quantumtheory. This theory is alled relativisti quantum �eld theory. The word\�eld" appears here beause the theory deals with suh things as the quan-tum analogs of the eletri and magneti �elds. To deal with the mind-braininteration one needs to onsider the physial proesses in human brains.The relevant quantum �eld theory is alled quantum eletrodynamis. Therelevant energy range is that of atomi and moleular interations. I shal-l assume that whatever high-energy theory eventually prevails in quantumphysis, it will redue to quantum eletrodynamis in this low-energy regime.But there remains one apparent problem: von Neumann's nonrelativistitheory is built on the Newtonian onept of the instants of time, `now',eah of whih extends over all spae. The evolving state of the universe,S(t), is de�ned to be the state of the entire universe at the instant of timet. Einstein's theory of relativity rejeted, at least within lassial physialtheory, the idea that the Newtonian idea of the instant \now" ould haveany objetive meaning.Standard formulations of relativisti quantum �eld theories (Tomonaga1946 & Shwinger 1951) have e�etive instants \now", namely the Tomonaga-Shwinger surfaes �. As Pauli one strongly emphasized to me, these sur-faes, while they may give a ertain aura of relativisti invariane, do notdi�er signi�antly from the onstant-time surfaes \now" that appear in theNewtonian physis. All e�orts to remove ompletely from quantum theorythe distintive role of time, in omparison to spae, have failed.9



To obtain an objetive relativisti version of von Neumann's theory oneneed merely identify the sequene of onstant-time surfaes \now" in his theo-ry with a orresponding objetively de�ned sequene of Tomonaga-Shwingersurfaes �.Giving speial objetive physial status to a partiular sequene of spae-like surfaes does not disrupt any testable demands of the theory of relativity:this relativisti version of von Neumann's theory is fully ompatible with thetheory of relativity at the level of empirially aessible relationships. Butthe theory does onit with a metaphysial idea spawned by the theory ofrelativity, namely the idea that there is no dynamially preferred sequene ofinstantaneous \nows". The theory resurrets, at a deep level, the Newtonianidea of instantaneous ation.The astronomial data (Smoot et al. 1992) indiates that there doesexist, in the observed universe, a preferred sequene of `nows': they de�ne thespeial set of surfaes in whih, for the early universe, matter was distributedalmost uniformly in mean loal veloity, temperature, and density. It isnatural to assume that these empirially spei�ed surfaes are the same asthe objetive preferred surfaes \now" of von Neumann quantum theory.Nonloality and Relativityvon Neumann's objetive theory immediately aounts for the faster-than-light transfer of information that seems to be entailed by the nonloalityexperiments: the outome that appears �rst, in the ited experiment, oursin one or the other of the two Swiss villages. Aording to the theory, thisearlier event has an immediate e�et on the evolving state of the universe,and this hange has an immediate e�et on the propensities for the variouspossible outomes of the measurement performed slightly later in the othervillage.This feature|that there is some sort of objetive instantaneous transferof information|onits with the spirit of the theory of relativity. However,this quantum e�et is of a subtle kind: it ats neither on matter, nor on loallyonserved energy-momentum, nor on anything else that exists in the lassial10



oneption of the physial world that the theory of relativity was originallydesigned to over. It ats on a mathematial struture that represents, rather,information and propensities.The theory of relativity was originally formulated within lassial physialtheory. This is a deterministi theory: the entire history of the universe isompletely determined by how things started out. Hene all of history anbe oneived to be laid out in a four-dimensional spaetime. The idea of\beoming", or of the gradual unfolding of reality, has no natural plae inthis deterministi oneption of the universe.Quantum theory is a di�erent kind of theory: it is formulated as anindeterministi theory. Determinism is relaxed in two important ways. First,freedom is granted to eah experimenter to hoose freely whih experimenthe will perform, i.e., whih aspet of nature he will probe; whih questionhe will put to nature. Then Nature is allowed to pik an outome of theexperiment, i.e., to answer to the question. This answer is partially free: it issubjet only to ertain statistial requirements. These elements of `freedomof hoie', on the part of both the human partiipant and Nature herself,lead to a piture of a reality that gradually unfolds in response to hoiesthat are not neessarily �xed by the prior physial part of reality alone.The entral roles in quantum theory of these disrete hoies|of thehoies of whih questions will be put to nature, and whih answer naturedelivers|makes quantum theory a theory of disrete events, rather than atheory of the ontinuous evolution of loally onserved matter/energy. Thebasi building bloks of the new oneption of nature are not objetive tinybits of matter, but hoies of questions and answers.In view of these deep strutural di�erenes there is a question of prin-iple regarding how the stipulation that there an be no faster-than-lighttransfer of information of any kind should be arried over from the invaliddeterministi lassial theory to its indeterministi quantum suessor.The theoretial advantages of relaxing this ondition are great: it pro-vides an immediate resolution all of the ausality puzzles that have bloked11



attempts to understand physial reality, and that have led to a renuniationof all suh e�orts. And it hands to us a rational theoretial basis for attakingthe underlying problem of the onnetion between mind and brain.In view of these potential advantages one must ask whether it is reallybene�ial for sientists to renoune for all time the aim of trying to un-derstand the world in whih we live, in order to maintain a metaphysialprejudie that arose from a theory that is known to be fundamentally inor-ret?I use the term \metaphysial prejudie" beause there is no theoretialor empirial evidene that supports the non-existene of the subtle sort ofinstantaneous ation that is involved here. Indeed, both theory and thenonloality experiments, taken at fae value, seem to demand it. The denialof the possibility of suh an ation is a metaphysial ommitment that wasuseful in the ontext of lassial physial theory. But that earlier theoryontains no ounterpart of the informational struture upon whih the ationin question ats.Renouning the endeavour to understand nature is a prie too heavy topay to preserve a metaphysial prejudie.Is Nonloality Real?I began this artile with the quote from Physis Today: \Nonloalitygets more real." The artile desribed experiments whose outomes wereinterpreted as empirial evidene that nature was nonloal, in some sense.But do nonloality experiments of this kind provide any real evidene thatinformation is atually transferred over spaelike intervals? An aÆrmativeanswer to this question would provide diret positive support for rejetingthe metaphysial prejudie in questionThe evidene is very strong that the preditions of quantum theory arevalid in these experiments involving pairs of measurements performed atessentially the same time in regions lying far apart. But the question isthis: Does the fat that the preditions of quantum theory are orret inexperiments of this kind atually show that information must be transferred12



instantaneously, in some (Lorentz) frame of referene?The usual arguments that onnet these experiments to nonloal ationstem from the work of John Bell (1964). What Bell did was this. He notedthat the argument of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen was based on a ertainassumption, namely that \Physial Reality", whatever it was, should have atleast one key property: What is physially real in one region annot dependupon whih experiment an experimenter in a faraway region freely hoosesto do at essentially the same instant of time. Einstein and his ollaboratorsshowed that if this property is valid then the physial reality in a ertainregion must inlude, or speify, the values that ertain unperformed mea-surements would have revealed if they had been performed. However, thesevirtual outomes are not de�ned within the quantum framework. Thus theEinstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument, if orret, would prove that the quantumframework annot be a omplete desription of physial reality.Bohr ountered this argument by rejeting the laimed key property ofphysial reality: he denied the laim pertaining to no instantaneous ationat a distane. His rebuttal is quite subtle, and not wholly onvining.Bell found a more diret way to ounter the argument of Einstein, Podol-sky, and Rosen. He aepted both a strong version of what Einstein, Podol-sky and Rosen were trying to prove, namely that there was an underlyingphysial reality (hidden-variables) that determined the results that all of thepertinent unperformed measurements would have if they were performed. Healso assumed, with Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen. that there was no instan-taneous ation at a distane. Finally, Bell assumed, as did all the disputants,that the preditions of quantum theory were orret. He showed that theseassumptions led to a mathematial ontradition.This ontradition showed that something was wrong with the argumentof Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen. But it does not �x where the troublelies. Does the trouble lie with the assumption that there is no instantaneousation at a distane? Or does it lie in the hidden-variable assumption that\outomes" of unperformed measurements exist?13



Orthodox quantum theory gives an unequivoal answer: the hidden-variable assumption that outomes of unperformed measurements exist iswrong: it diretly ontradits quantum philosophy!This way of understanding Bell's result immediately disposes of any sug-gestion that the validity of the preditions of quantum theory entails theexistene of instantaneous or faster-than-light inuenes.Bell, and others who followed his \hidden-variable" approah, (Clauser1978) later used assumptions that appear weaker than this original one (Bell1987). However, this later assumption is essentially the same as the earlierone: it turns out to entail (Stapp 1979 & Fine 1982) the possibility of de�ningnumbers that ould speify, simultaneously, the values that all the relevantunperformed measurements would reveal if they were to be performed. But,as just mentioned, one of the basi preepts quantum philosophy is that suhnumbers do not exist.Eliminating Hidden VariablesThe purpose of Bell's argument was di�erent from that of Einstein, Podol-sky, and Rosen, and the logial demands are di�erent. The hallenge faed byEinstein and his olleagues was to mount an argument built diretly on theorthodox quantum priniples themselves. For only by proeeding in this wayould they get a logial hook on the quantum physiists that they wanted toonvine.This demand posed a serious problem for Einstein and o-workers. Theirargument, like Bell's, involved a onsideration of the values that unperformedmeasurements would reveal if they were to be performed. Indeed, it waspreisely the Copenhagen laim that suh values do not exist that Einsteinand ompany wanted to prove untenable. But they needed to establish theexistene of suh values without begging the question, i.e., without makingan assumption that was equivalent to what the were trying to show.The strategy of Einstein et. al. was to prove the existene of suh valuesby using only quantum preepts themselves, plus the seemingly seure ideafrom the theory of relativity that what is physially real `here and now'14



annot be inuened by what a faraway experimenter hooses to do `now'.This strategy sueeded: Bohr (1935) was fored into an awkward positionof rejeting Einstein's premise that \physial reality" ould not be inuenedby what a faraway experimenter hooses to do:\...there is essentally the question of an inuene on the very onditionswhih de�ne the possible types of preditions regarding future behavior ofthe system. Sine these onditions onstitute an inherent element of anyphenomena to whih the term `physially reality' an be properly attahed wesee that the argument of mentioned authors does not justify their onlusionthat quantum-mehanial desription is essentially inomplete."I shall pursue here a strategy similar to that of Einstein and his ol-leagues, and will be led to a onlusion similar to Bohr's, namely the failureof Einstein's assumption that physial reality annot be inuened from afar.The �rst step is to establish a logial toe-hold by bringing in some thenotion of \what would happen" under a ondition that is not atually real-ized. This is the essential key step, beause all proofs of nonloality dependbasially on using some suh \ounterfatuality". But any suh step standsin danger of oniting with quantum philosophy. So one must seure thisintrodution of \ounterfatuality" in order to get o� the ground.A very limited, but suÆient, notion of ounterfatuality an be broughtinto the theoretial analysis by ombining two ideas that are embraed byCopenhagen philosophy. The �rst of these is the freedom of experimenters tohoose whih measurements they will perform. In the words of Bohr (1958):\The freedom of experimentation, presupposed in lassial physis, is ofourse retained and orresponds to the free hoie of experimental arrange-ments for whih the mathematial struture of the quantum mehanial for-malism o�ers the appropriate latitude."This assumption is important for Bohr's notion of omplementarity: someinformation about all the possible hoies is simultaneously present in thequantum state, and Bohr wanted to provide the possibility that any one ofthe mutually exlusive alternatives might be pertinent. Whihever hoie the15



experimenter eventually makes, the assoiated set of preditions is assumedto hold.The seond idea is the ondition of no bakward-in-time ausation. A-ording to quantum thinking, experimenters are to be onsidered free tohoose whih measurement they will perform. Moreover, if an outome ofa measurement appears to an observer at a time earlier than some time T ,then this outome an be onsidered to be �xed and settled at that timeT , independently of whih experiment will be freely hosen and performedby another experimenter at a time later than T : the later hoie is allowedgo either way without disturbing the outome that has already appeared toobservers at an earlier time.I shall make the weak assumption that this no-bakward-in-time-inueneondition holds for at least one oordinate system (x,y,z,t).These two onditions are, I believe, ompletely ompatible with quantumthinking, and are a normal part of orthodox quantum thinking. They on-tradit no quantum preept or ombination of quantum preditions. They,by themselves, lead to no ontradition. But they do introdue into thetheoretial framework a very limited notion of a result of an unperformedmeasurement, namely the result of a measurement that is atually performedin one region at an earlier time t oupled with the measurement NOT per-formed later by some faraway experimenter. My assumption is that thisearlier outome, whih is atually observed by someone, an be treated asexisting independently of whih of the two alternative hoies will made bythe experimenter in the later region, even though only one of the two lateroptions an be realized. This assumption of no inuene bakward in timeonstitutes the small element of ounterfatuality that provides the neededlogial toe-hold.The Hardy Experimental SetupMy aim is to show that the assumptions desribed above lead to the needfor some sort of instantaneous (or faster-than-light) transfer of informationabout whih hoie is made by an experimenter in one region into a seond16



region that is spaelike separated from the �rst. To do this it is easiest to on-sider an experiment of the kind �rst disussed by Luien Hardy (1993). Thesetup is basially similar to the ones onsidered in proofs of Bell's theorem.There are two spaetime regions, L and R, that are \spaelike separated".This ondition means that the two regions are situated far apart in spaerelative to their extensions in time, so that no point in either region an bereahed from any point in the other without moving either faster than thespeed of light or bakward in time. This means also that in some frame ofreferene, whih I take to be the oordinate system (x,y,z,t) mentioned above,the region L lies at times greater than time T , and region R lies earlier thantime T .In eah region an experimenter freely hooses between two possible ex-periments. Eah experiment will, if hosen, be performed within that region,and its outome will appear to observers within that region. Thus neitherhoie an a�et anything loated in the other region without there beingsome inuene that ats faster than the speed of light or bakward in time.The argument involves four preditions made by quantum theory underthe Hardy onditions. These onditions and preditions are desribed in Box1. ||||||||||||||||||||||{Box 1: Preditions of quantum theory for the Hardy experi-ment.The two possible experiments in region L are labelled L1 and L2.The two possible experiments in region R are labelled R1 and R2.The two possible outomes of L1 are labelled L1+ and L1-, et.The Hardy setup involves a laser down-onversion soure that emits a pairof orrelated photons. The experimental onditions are suh that quantumtheory makes the following four preditions:1. If (L1,R2) is performed and L1- appears in L then R2+ must appearin R. 17



2. If (L2,R2) is performed and R2+ appears in R then L2+ must appear inL.3. If (L2,R1) is performed and L2+ appears in L then R1- must appear inR.4. If (L1,R1) is performed and L1- appears in L then R1+ appears sometimesin R.The three words \must" mean that the spei�ed outome is predited toour with ertainty (i.e., probability unity).|||||||||||||||||||||||||Two Simple ConlusionsIt is easy to dedue from our assumptions two simple onlusions.Reall that region R lies earlier than time T , and that region L lies laterthan time T .Suppose the atually seleted pair of experiments is (R2, L1), and thatthe outome L1- appears in region L. Then predition 1 of quantum theoryentails that R2+ must have already appeared in R prior to time T . Theno-bakward-in-time-inuene ondition then entails that this outome R2+was �xed and settled prior to time T , independently of whih way the laterfree hoie in L will eventually go: the outome in region R at the earliertime would still be R2+ even if the later free hoie had gone the other way,and L2 had been hosen instead of L1.Under this alternative ondition (L2,R2,R2+) the experiment L1 wouldnot be performed, and there would be no physial reality orresponding toits outome. But the atual outome in R would still be R2+, and weare assuming that the preditions of quantum theory will hold no matterwhih of the two experiments is eventually performed later in L. Predition2 of quantum theory asserts that it must be L2+. This yields the followingonlusion:Assertion A(R2):If (R2,L1) is performed and outome L1- appears in region L, then if18



the hoie in L had gone the other way, and L2, instead of L1, had beenperformed in L then outome L2+ would have appeared there.Beause we have two preditions that hold with ertainty, and the twostrong assumptions of `free hoie' and `no bakward ausation', it is notsurprising that we have been able to derive this onlusion. In an essentiallydeterministi ontext we are often able to dedue from the outome of onemeasurement what would have happened if we had made, instead, anoth-er measurement. Indeed, if knowing the later atual outome allows one toknow what some earlier ondition must have been, and if this earlier ondi-tion entails a unique result of the later alternative measurement, then onean onlude from knowledge of the later atual outome what would havehappened if, instead, the later alternative measurement had been performed.This is about the simplest possible example of ounterfatual reasoning.Consider next the same assertion, but with R2 replaed by R1:Assertion A(R1):If (R1,L1) is performed and outome L1- appears in region L, then ifthe hoie in L had gone the other way, and L2, instead of L1, had beenperformed in L then outome L2+ would have appeared there.This assertion annot be true. The fourth predition of quantum theoryasserts that under the spei�ed onditions, L1- and R1, the outome R1+appears sometimes in R. The no bakward-in-time-inuene ondition en-sures that this earlier fat would not be altered if the later hoie in regionL had been L2. But A(R1) asserts that under this altered ondition L2+would appear in L. The third predition then entails that R1- must alwaysappear in R. But that ontradits the earlier assertion that R1+ sometimesappears in R.The fat that A(R2) is true and A(R1) an be stated briey:R2 implies LS is true, andR1 implies LS is false,where LS is the statementLS:\If experiment L1 is performed in region L and gives outome L1- in19



region L then if, instead, experiment L2 had been performed in region L theoutome in region L would have been L2+."These two onditions, whih follow from `orthodox' assumptions, imposea severe ondition on any putative model of reality. It imposes, �rst of all,a sharp onstraint that ties Nature's hoie of outome under one onditionset up in L to Nature's hoie of outome under a di�erent ondition set upin L. And it asserts, moreover, that this onstraint depends upon what theexperimenter deides to do in a region R that is spaelike separated from L.I believe that it is impossible for any putative model of reality to satisfythese onditions if the information about the free hoie made by the exper-imenter in R is not available in L. Laking any model that ould satisfy thisondition without allowing the information about the hoie made in R tobe present in L one must allow this faster-than-light transfer of information.This extensive disussion of nonloality is intended to make thoroughlyrational the ritial assumption of the objetive interpretation von Neuman-n's formulation of quantum theory that is being developed here, namely theassumption that there is a preferred set of suessive instants \now" assoi-ated with the evolving objetive quantum state of the universe.The Physial World as Ative InformationVon Neumann quantum theory is designed to yield all the preditions ofCopenhagen quantum theory. But those preditions are about onnetionsbetween inrements of human knowledge. Hene the von Neumann theorymust neessarily enompass those inrements of knowledge. Von Neumann'stheory is, in fat, essentially a theory of the interation of these subjetiverealities with an evolving objetive physial universe.The evolution of this physial universe involves three related proesses.The �rst is the deterministi evolution of the state of the physial universe. Itis ontrolled by the Shroedinger equation of relativisti quantum �eld theory.This proess is a loal dynamial proess, with all the ausal onnetionsarising solely from interations between neighboring loalized mirosopielements. However, this loal proess holds only during the intervals between20



quantum events.Eah of these quantum events involves two other proesses. The �rst is ahoie of a Yes-No question by the mind-brain system. The seond of thesetwo proesses is a hoie by Nature of an answer, either Yes or No, to thisquestion. This seond hoie is partially free: it is a random hoie, subjetto the statistial rules of quantum theory. The �rst hoie is the analog invon Neumann theory of an essential proess in Copenhagen quantum theory,namely the free hoie made by the experimenter as to whih aspet of natureis going to be probed. This hoie of whih aspet of nature is going to beprobed, i.e., of whih spei� question is going to be put to nature, is anessential element of quantum theory: the quantum statistial rules annotbe applied until, and unless, some spei� question is �rst seleted.In Copenhagen quantum theory this hoie is made by an experimenter,and this experimenter lies outside the system governed by the quantum rules.This feature of Copenhagen quantum theory is not altered in the transitionto von Neumann quantum theory: hoie by a person of whih question willbe put to nature is not ontrolled by any rules that are known or understoodwithin ontempory physis. This hoie on the part of the mind-brain systemthat onstitutes the person, is, in this spei� sense, a free hoie: it is notgoverned by the physial laws, as they are urrently understood.Only Yes-No questions are permitted: all other possibilities an be re-dued to these. Thus eah answer, Yes or No, injets one \bit" of informationinto the quantum universe. These bits of information are stored in the evolv-ing objetive quantum state of the universe, whih is a ompendium of thesebits of information. The quantum state state of the universe is therefore aninformational struture. But this stored ompendium of bits of informationhas ausal power: it spei�es the propensities (objetive tendenies) that areassoiated with the two alternative possible answers to the next question putto Nature.This essential feature of the quantum state, that it has ausal eÆay, inthe form of propensities for future events, I shall express by saying that the21



quantum state represents Ative Information.One the physial world is understood in this way, as a stored ompendi-um of loally eÆaious bits of information, the instantaneous transfers ofinformation along the preferred surfaes \now" an be understood to behanges, not in personal human knowledge, but in the state of objetiveative information.Mind-Brain InterationVon Neumann quantum theory|partiularly as expliated by Wigner(1987)|is essentially a theory of the interation between the evolving phys-ial universe and the sequene of events that onstitute our streams of on-siousness. The theory spei�es the general form of the interation betweenour subjetive onsious knowings and ativities in our brains. However, thedetails need to be �lled in, preditions dedued, and omparisons made toempirial data.A key feature of quantum brain dynamis is the strong ation of theenvironment upon the brain. This ation reates a powerful tendeny for thebrain to transform almost instantly (See Tegmark 2000) into an ensemble ofomponents, eah of whih is very similar to an entire lassially-desribedbrain. I assume that this transformation does indeed our, and exploit it intwo important ways. First, this lose onnetion to lassial physis makesthe dynamis easy to desribe: lassial language and imagery an be usedto desribe in familar terms how the brain behaves. Seond, this desriptionin familar lassial terms makes it easy to identify the important ways inwhih this behaviour di�ers from what lassial physis would predit.A key miro-property of the human brain pertains to the migration ofalium ions from miro-hannels through whih these ions enter the interiorof the nerve terminals to the sites where they trigger the release of a vesileof neuro-transmitter. The quantum mehanial rules entail (Stapp 1993,2000) that eah release of a vesile of neurotransmitter auses the quantumstate of the brain to split into di�erent lassially desribable omponents,or branhes. 22



Evolutionary onsiderations entail that the brain must keep the brain-body funtioning in a oordinated way, and more spei�ally, must plan andput into e�et, in eah normally enountered situation, a single oherentourse of ation that meets the needs of that person. Due to the quantumsplitting mentioned above, the quantum state of the brain will tend to deom-pose into omponents that speify alternative possible ourses of ation. Inshort, the purely mehanial evolution in aordane with the Shroedingerequation will normally ause the brain to evolve into a growing ensemble ofalternative possible branhes, eah of whih is essentially an entire lassiallydesribed brain that spei�es a possible appropriate plan or ourse of ation.This ensemble that onstitutes the quantum brain is mathematially sim-ilar to an ensemble that ours in a lassial treatment when one takes intoaount the unertainties in our knowledge of the intitial onditions of thepartiles and �elds that onstitute the lassial representation of a brain.This lose onnetion between what quantum theory gives and what lassi-al physis gives is the basi reason why von Neumann quantum theory isable to produe all of the orret preditions of lassial physis. To unearthquantum e�ets one an start from this super�ial similarity at the lowest-order approximation that yields the lassial results, and then dig deeper.In the quantum treatment there is a seond part of the dynamis: theordered sequene of mind-brain events. The e�et of eah suh event is todisard part of the ensemble that onstitutes the quantum brain, and thusredue that prior ensemble to a subensemble.Three problems then arise: 1) How is the retained subensemble pikedout from the prior ensemble? 2) What is the harater of the onsiousexperiene that onstitutes the mind part of this mind-brain event? 3) Whatrole does this onsious experiene, itself, play in this redution proess?The answers to these questions are determined, in general terms, by vonNeumann's basi dynamial assumption. In the present ase this assumptionamounts to this: the physial event redues the initial ensemble that on-stitutes the brain prior to the event to the subensemble onsisting of those23



branhes that are ompatible with the assoiated onsious event. This ruleis just the appliation at the level of the brain of the same rule that Copen-hagen quantum theory applies at the level of the devie.This dynamial onnetion means that, during an interval of onsiousthinking, the brain hanges by an alternation between two proesses. The�rst is the generation, by a loal deterministi mehanial rule, of an ex-panding profusion of alternative possible branhes, with eah branh orre-sponding to an entire lassially desribable brain embodying some spei�possible ourse of ation. The brain is the entire ensemble of these separatequasi-lassial branhes. The seond proess involves an event that has bothphysial and experiential aspets. The physial aspet, or event, hops o�all branhes that are inompatible with the assoiated onsious aspet, orevent. For example, if the onsious event is the experiening of some featureof the physial world, then the assoiated physial event would be the updat-ing of the brain's representation of that aspet of the physial world. Thisupdating of the brain is ahieved by disarding from the ensemble of quasi-lassial brain states all those branhes in whih the brain's representation ofthe physial world is inompatible with the information that is onsiouslyexperiened.This onnetion is similar to a funtionalist aount of onsiouness. Buthere it is just a onsequene of the basi priniples of physis, rather thansome peuliar extra ad ho struture that is not logially entailed by thebasi physis.The quantum brain is an ensemble of quasi-lassial omponents. It wasjust noted that this struture is similar to something that ours in lassialstatistial mehanis, namely a \lassial statistial ensemble." But a las-sial statistial ensemble, though struturally similar to a quantum brain, isfundamentally a di�erent kind of thing. It is a representation of a set of trulydistint possibilities, only one of whih is real. A lassial statistial ensembleis used when a person does not know whih of the oneivable possibilitiesis real, but an assign a `probability' to eah possibility. In ontrast, all of24



the elements of the ensemble that onstitute a quantum brain are equallyreal: no hoie has yet been made among them, Consequently, and this isthe key point, the entire ensemble ats as a whole in the determination ofthe upoming mind-brain event.A onsious thought is assoiated with the atualization of some maro-sopi quasi-stable features of the brain. Thus the redution event is a maro-sopi happening. And this event involves, dynamially, the entire ensemble.In the orresponding lassial model eah element of the ensemble evolvesindependently, in aordane with a miro-loal law of motion that involvesjust that one branh alone. Thus there are ruial dynamial di�erenesbetween the quantum and lassial dynamis.The only element of dynamial freedom in the theory|insofar as we leaveout Nature's hoies|is the hoie made by the quantum proessor of whihquestion it will ask next, and when it will ask it. These are the only inputsfrom mind to brain dynamis. This severe restrition on the role of mind iswhat gives the theory its preditive power.Asking a question about something is losely onneted to foussing one'sattention on it. Attending to something is the at of direting one's mentalpower to some task. This task might be to update one's representation ofsome feature of the surrounding world, or to plan or exeute some other sortof mental or physial ation.The key question is then this: Can freedom merely to hoose whih ques-tion is asked, and when it is asked, lead to any statistially signi�ant inu-ene of mind on the behaviour of the brain?The answer is Yes!There is an important and well studied e�et in quantum theory thatdepends on the timings of the redution events arising from the queries putto nature. It is alled the Quantum Zeno E�et. It is not diminished byinteration with the environment (Stapp 1999, 2000).The e�et is simple. If the same question is put to nature suÆientlyrapidly and the initial answer is Yes, then any noise-indued di�usion, or25



fore-indued motion, of the system away from the subensemble where theanswer is Yes will be suppressed: the system will tend to be on�ned tothe subensemble where the answer is Yes. The e�et is sometimes jokinglyalled the \wathed pot" e�et: aording to the old adage \A wathed potnever boils"; just looking at it keeps it from hanging. Similarly, a statean be pulled along gradually by posing a rapid sequene of questions thathange suÆiently slowly over time. In short, aording to the dynamiallaws of quantum mehanis, the freedom to hoose whih questions are putto nature, and when they are asked, allows mind to exert a strong inueneon the behaviour of the brain.But what freedom is given to the human mind?Aording to this theory, the freedom given to Nature herself is quitelimited: Nature simply gives a Yes or No answer to a question posed bya subsystem. It seems reasonable to restrit in a similar way the hoiegiven to a human mind. The simplest way to do this is to allow brain toselet from among all experientially distinquishable possible ourses of ationspei�ed by the quasi-lassial omponents that omprise it, the one with thegreatest statistial weight. The mathematial struture of quantum theoryis naturally suited to this task. The hoie given to mind an then be to sayYes or No: to onsent to, or veto, this possible ourse of ation. The questionwill be simply: Will the `optimal' ourse of ation produed by brain proessbe pursued or not. The positive answer will ause the branhes of the brainthat are inompatible with this positive answer to be disarded; the negativeanswer will ause the branhes of the brain that are inompatible with thatnegative answer to be disarded.The timings of the questions must also be spei�ed. I assume that therate at whih the questions are asked an be inreased by onsious e�ort.Then the quantum Zeno e�et will allow mind to keep attention foussed ona task, and oppose both the random wanderings generated by unertaintiesand noise, and also any direted tendeny that is generated by the mehanialfores that enter into the Shroedinger equation, and that would tend to shift26



the state of the brain out of the subspae orresponding to the answer `Yes'.5. Explanatory PowerDoes this theory explain anything?This theory was already in plae (Stapp 1999) when a olleague brought tomy attention some passages from \Psyhology: The Briefer Course", writtenby William James (1892). In the �nal setion of the hapter on AttentionJames writes:\I have spoken as if our attention were wholly determined by neural on-ditions. I believe that the array of things we an attend to is so determined.No objet an ath our attention exept by the neural mahinery. But theamount of the attention whih an objet reeives after it has aught our at-tention is another question. It often takes e�ort to keep mind upon it. Wefeel that we an make more or less of the e�ort as we hoose. If this feelingbe not deeptive, if our e�ort be a spiritual fore, and an indeterminate one,then of ourse it ontributes oequally with the erebral onditions to theresult. Though it introdue no new idea, it will deepen and prolong the stayin onsiousness of innumerable ideas whih else would fade more quiklyaway. The delay thus gained might not be more than a seond in duration|but that seond may be ritial; for in the rising and falling onsiderationsin the mind, where two assoiated systems of them are nearly in equilibriumit is often a matter of but a seond more or less of attention at the outset,whether one system shall gain fore to oupy the �eld and develop itself andexlude the other, or be exluded itself by the other. When developed it maymake us at, and that at may seal our doom. When we ome to the hapteron the Will we shall see that the whole drama of the voluntary life hingeson the attention, slightly more or slightly less, whih rival motor ideas mayreeive. ..."In the hapter on Will, in the setion entitled \Volitional e�ort is e�ortof attention" James writes:\Thus we �nd that we reah the heart of our inquiry into volition whenwe ask by what proess is it that the thought of any given ation omes to27



prevail stably in the mind."and later\The essential ahievement of the will, in short, when it is most `volun-tary,' is to attend to a diÆult objet and hold it fast before the mind. ...E�ort of attention is thus the essential phenomenon of will."Still later, James says:\Consent to the idea's undivided presene, this is e�ort's sole ahieve-ment." ...\Everywhere, then, the funtion of e�ort is the same: to keepaÆrming and adopting the thought whih, if left to itself, would slip away."This desription of the e�et of mind on the ourse of mind-brain proessis remarkably in line with the what arose from a purely theoretial onsid-eration of the quantum physis of this proess. The onnetions disernedby psyhologists are explained of the basis of the same dynamial priniplesthat explain the underlying atomi phenomena. Thus the whole range ofsiene, from atomi physis to mind-brain dynamis, is brought together ina single rationally oherent theory of an evolving osmos that onsists of aphysial reality, made of objetive knowledge or information, interating viathe quantum laws with our streams of onsious thoughts.Muh experimental work on attention and e�ort has ourred sine thetime of William James. That work has been hampered by the nonexisteneof any putative physial theory that purports to explain how our onsiousexperienes inuene ativities in our brains. The behaviourist approah,whih dominated psyhologial during the �rst half of the twentieth entury,and whih essentially abolished, in this �eld, not only the use of introspetivedata but also the very onept of onsiousness, was surely motivated in partby the apparent impliation of lassial physis that onsiousness was eitherjust a feature of a mehanial brain, or had no e�et at all on the brain orbody. In either of these two ases human onsiousness ould be eliminatedfrom a sienti� aount human behaviour.The failure of the behaviourist programs led to the rehabilitation of \at-tention" during the early �fties, and many hundreds of experiments have28



been performed during the past �fty years for the purpose of investigatingempirially those aspets of human behaviour that we ordinarily link to ouronsiousness.Harold Pashler's book \The Psyhology of Attention" (Pashler 1998) de-sribes a great deal of this empirial work, and also the intertwined theo-retial e�orts to understand the nature of an information-proessing systemthat ould aount for the intriate details of the objetive data. Two keyonepts are the notions of a proessing \Capaity" and of \Attention". Thelatter is assoiated with an internally direted seletion between di�erentpossible alloations of the available proessing \Capaity". A third oneptis "E�ort", whih is linked to inentives, and to reports by subjets of \tryingharder".Pashler organizes his disussion by separating pereptual proessing frompostpereptual proessing. The former overs proessing that, �rst of all,identi�es suh basi physial properties of stimuli as loation, olor, loudness,and pith, and, seondly, identi�es stimuli in terms of ategories of meaning.The postpereptual proess overs the tasks of produing motor ations andognitive ation beyond mere ategorial identi�ation. Pashler emphasizes(p. 33) that \the empirial �ndings of attention studies spei�ally arguefor a distintion between pereptual limitations and more entral limitationsinvolved in thought and the planning of ation." The existene of thesetwo di�erent proesses, with di�erent harateristis, is a prinipal theme ofPashler's book (Pashler 1998 p. 33, 263, 293, 317, 404).In the quantum theory of mind-brain being desribed here there are twoseparate proesses. First, there is the unonsious mehanial brain proessgoverned by the Shroedinger equation. It involves proessing units thatare represented by omplex patterns of neural ativity (or, more generally,of brain ativity) and subunits within these units that allow "assoiation":eah unit tends to be ativated by the ativation of several of its subunits.The mehanial brain evolves by the dynamial interplay of these assoiativeunits. Eah quasi-lassial element of the ensemble that onstitutes the brain29



reates, on the basis of lues, or ues, oming from various soures, a planfor a possible oherent ourse of ation. Quantum unertainties entail that ahost of di�erent possibilities will emerge. (Stapp 1993, 2000). This mehan-ial phase of the proessing already involves some seletivity, beause thevarious input lues ontribute either more or less to the emergent brain pro-ess aording to the degree to whih these inputs ativate, via assoiations,the patterns that survive and turn into the plan of ation.This oneption of brain dynamis seems to aommodate all of the per-eptual aspets of the data desribed by Pashler. But it is the high-levelproessing, whih is more losely linked to our onsious thinking, that is ofprime interest here. The data pertaining to that seond proess is the fousof part II of Pashler's book.Consious proess has, aording to the physis-based theory desribedhere, several distintive harateristis. It onsists of a sequene of disreteevents eah of whih onsents, on the basis of a high-level evaluation thataesses the whole brain, to an integrated ourse of ation presented bybrain. The rapidity of these events an be inreased with e�ort. E�ort-indued speed-up of the rate of ourrene of these events an, by meansof the quantum Zeno e�et, keep attention foussed on a task. Between100 and 300 mse of onsent seem to be needed to �x a plan of ation, andinitiate it. E�ort an, by inreasing the number of events per seond, inreasethe input into brain ativity of the high-level evaluation and ontrol thatharaterizes this proess. Eah onsious event piks out from the multitudeof quasi-lassial possibilities reated by brain proess the subensemble thatis ompatible with this onsious event. This orrespondene, between aonsious event and the assoiated physial event|via a redution of theprior physial ensemble to the subensemble ompatible with the experiene ofthe observer|is the ore interpretive postulate of quantum theory. Appliedat the level of the devie it is the basis of Copenhagen quantum theory. Thusvon Neumann-Wigner quantum theory applies at the level of the brain thesame redution priniple that is used by quantum physiists to aount both30



for the approximate validity of the laws of lassial physis, and also for thedeviations from those laws that produe quantum phenomena.Examination of Pashler's book shows that this physis-based theory a-ommodates naturally for all of the omplex strutural features of the empir-ial data that he desribes. He emphasizes (p. 33) a spei� �nding: strongempirial evidene for what he alls a entral proessing bottlenek assoiat-ed with the attentive seletion of a motor ation. This kind of bottlenek iswhat the physis-based theory predits: the bottlenek is the single sequeneof mind-brain quantum events that von Neumann-Wigner quantum theoryis built upon.Pashler (p. 279) desribes four empirial signatures for this kind of bottle-nek, and desribes the experimental on�rmation of eah of them. Muh ofpart II of Pashler's book is a massing of evidene that supports the existeneof a entral proess of this general kind.This bottlenek is not automati within lassial physis. A lassialmodel ould easily produe simultaneously two responses in di�erent modal-ities, say voal and manual, to two di�erent stimuli arriving via two di�erentmodalities, say auditory and tatile: the two proesses ould proeed via dy-namially independent routes. Pashler (p. 308) notes that the bottlenek isundiminished in split-brain patients performing two tasks that, at the levelof input and output, seem to be on�ned to di�erent hemispheres.Pashler states (p. 293) \The onlusion that there is a entral bottlenekin the seletion of ation should not be onfused with the ... debate (aboutpereptual-level proess) desribed in hapter 1. The �nding that peopleseem unable to selet two responses at the same time does not dispute the fatthat they also have limitations in pereptual proessing...". I have alreadymentioned the independent seletivity injeted into brain dynamis by thepurely mehanial part of the quantum mind-brain proess.The queuing e�et for the mind-ontrolled motor responses does not ex-lude interferene between brain proesses that are similar to eah other, andhene that use ommon brain mehanisms. Pashler (p. 297) notes this dis-31



tintion, and says \the priniples governing queuing seem indi�erent to neuraloverlap of any sort studied so far." He also ites evidene that suggests thatthe hypthetial timer of brain ativity assoiated with the erebellum \isbasially independent of the entral response-seletion bottlenek."(p. 298)The important point here is that there is in priniple, in the quantummodel, an essential dynamial di�erene between the unonsious proessingarried out by the Shroedinger evolution, whih generates via a loal proessan expanding olletion of lassially oneivable possible ourses of ation,and the proess assoiated with the sequene of onsious events that onsti-tutes a stream of onsiousness. The former are not limited by the queuinge�et, beause all of the possibilities develop in parallel, whereas the latterdo form elements of a single queue. The experiments ited by Pashler allseem to support this lear predition of the quantum approah.An interesting experiment mentioned by Pashler involves the simultane-ous tasks of doing an IQ test and giving a foot response to a rapidly presentedsequenes of tones of either 2000 or 250 Hz. The subjet's mental age, asmeasured by the IQ test, was redued from adult to 8 years. (p. 299)This result supports the predition of quantum theory that the bottlenekpertains to both `intelligent' behaviour, whih requires onsious proessing,and seletion of motor response, to the extent that the latter is onsious-ly experiened as either an intended or reognized updating of the person'sbody and/or environment.The quantum approah onstitutes, in pratie, a di�erent way of lookingat the data: it separates the onsious proess of seleting and reognizingthe intended or atual reality from the unonsious proess of generatingpossible ourses of ation, and puts aside, temporarily, but in a rationallyoherent quantum-based way, the question of exatly how the hoies asso-iated with the onsious deisions are made. The point is that quantumtheory suggests that this latter proess of making a disrete hoie is gov-erned by a dynamis that is more omplex than the mehanial proess ofgrinding out possibilities, and that one therefore ought not be loked into a32



narrow mehanial perspetive that makes the dynamis that underlies thetwo proesses the same, and the same as the idealized dynamial proess thatlassial physial theory was based upon.Another interesting experiment showed that, when performing at max-imum speed, with �xed auray, subjets produed responses at the samerate whether performing one task or two simultaneously: the limited apaityto produe responses an be divided between two simultaneously performedtasks. (p. 301)Pashler also notes (p. 348) that \Reent results strengthen the ase forentral interferene even further, onluding that memory retrieval is sub-jet to the same disrete proessing bottlenek that prevents simultaneousresponse seletion in two speeded hoie tasks."In the setion on \Mental E�ort" Pashler reports that \inentives to per-form espeially well lead subjets to improve both speed and auray", andthat the motivation had \greater e�ets on the more ognitively omplexativity". This is what would be expeted if inentives lead to e�ort thatprodues inreased rapidity of the events, eah of whih injets into the phys-ial proess, via quantum seletion and redution, bits of ontrol informationthat reet high-level evaluation.In a lassial model one would expet that a speed-up of the high-levelproess would be aompanied by an inrease in the onsumption of metabol-i energy, as measured by blood ow and gluose uptake. But Pashler sug-gests, autiously, that this is not what the data indiate. In any ase, thequantum redution proesses do not themselves onsume metaboli energy,so there is, in the quantum model, no diret need for a speed up in onsiousproessing itself to be aompanied by an inreased energy onsumption inthe parts of the brain diretly assoiated with this proessing.Studies of sleep-deprived subjets suggest that in these ases \e�ort worksto ounterat low arousal". If arousal is essentially the rate of ourrene ofonsious events then this result is what the quantum model would predit.Pashler notes that \Performing two tasks at the same time, for example,33



almost invariably... produes poorer performane in a task and inreasesratings in e�ortfulness." And \Inreasing the rate at whih events ourin experimenter-paed tasks often inreases e�ort ratings without a�etingperformane". \Inreasing inentives often raises workload ratings and per-formane at the same time." All of these empirial onnetions are in linewith the general priniple that e�ort inreases the rate of onsious events,eah of whih inputs a high-level evaluation and a seletion of, or foussingon, a ourse of ation, and that this resoure an be divided between tasks.Of ourse, some similar sort of struture ould presumably be worked intoa lassial model. So the naturalness of the quantum explanations of theseempirial fats is not a deisive onsideration. In the ontext of lassialmodelling the suess of the quantum model suggests the possible virtueof oneptually separating the brain proess into two proesses in the waythat the quantum model automatially does. But a general theory of naturethat automatially gives a restritive form is superior to one that needs tointrodue it ad ho.Additional supporting evidene omes from the studies of the e�et ofthe onsious proess upon the storage of information in short-term memory.Aording to the physis-based theory, the onsious proess merely atu-alizes a ourse of ation, whih then develops automatially, with perhapssome oasional monitoring. Thus if one sets in plae the ativity of retain-ing in memory a ertain sequene of stimuli, then this ativity an persistundiminished while the entral proessor is engaged in another task. This iswhat the data indiate.Pashler remarks that "These onlusions ontradit the remarkably widespreadassumption that short-term memory apaity an be equated with, or usedas a measure of, entral resoures."(p.341). In the theory outlined here short-term memory is stored in patterns of brain ativity, whereas onsiousness isassoiated with the seletion of a subensemble of quasi-lassial states thatare ompatible with the onsiously aepted ourse of ation. This sepa-ration seems to aount for the large amount of detailed data that bears34



on this question of the onnetion of short-term-memory to onsiousness(p.337-341).Deliberate storage in, or retrieval from, long-term memory requires fo-ussed attention, and hene onsious e�ort. These proesses should, a-ording to the theory, use part of the limited proessing apaity, and henebe detrimentally a�eted by a ompeting task that makes suÆient onur-rent demands on the entral resoures. On the other hand, \pereptual"proessing that involves oneptual ategorization and identi�ation with-out onsious hoie should not interfere with tasks that do onsume entralproessing apaity. These expetations are what the evidene appears toon�rm: \the entirety of...front-end proessing are modality spei� and op-erate independent of the sort of single-hannel entral proessing that limitsretrieval and the ontrol of ation. This inludes not only pereptual analysisbut also storae in STM (short term memory) and whatever may feed bakto hange the alloation of pereptual attention itself." (p. 353)Pashler desribes a result dating from the nineteenth entury: mental ex-ertion redues the amount of physial fore that a person an apply. He notesthat \This puzzling phenomena remains unexplained." (p. 387). However,it is an automati onsequene of the physis-based theory: reating physi-al fore by musle ontration requires an e�ort that opposes the physialtendenies generated by the Shroedinger equation. This opposing tendenyis produed by the quantum Zeno e�et, and is roughly proportional to thenumber of bits per seond of entral proessing apaity that is devoted tothe task. So if part of this proessing apaity is direted to another task,then the applied fore will diminish.Pashler speulates on the possibility of a neurophysiologial explanationof the fats he desribes, but notes that the parallel, as opposed to serial,operation of the two mehanisms leads, in the lassial neurophysiologialapproah, to the questions of what makes these two mehanisms so di�erent,and what the onnetion between them is (p.354-6, 386-7)After analyzing various possible mehanisms that ould ause the entral35
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